1. Introduction. A torus is the topological product of two circles, while a solid torus is the topological product of a circle and a disk. Two solid tori B and B*, with B CInt B*, are said to be concentric if and only if C\(B*-B) is the topological product of a torus and an interval, while two disjoint tori T and T* in a 3-manifold M are said to be concentric in M if and only if their union is the boundary in M of the product of a torus and an interval. Notice that, for T and T* to be concentric, it suffices for T and T* to be the boundaries of two concentric solid tori B and B * respectively in M.
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In Theorem 3 the relationship of concentricity for polyhedral solid tori in the 3-sphere S3 is characterized by using some results of Schubert [lO] to sharpen the concentric toral theorem ot Harrold, Griffith, and Posey [9] . Theorem 3 is used to prove that, if A, B, and C are tame solid tori in S3 with A CInt B and B CInt C, then A and C are concentric if and only if B is concentric with both A and C (Theorem 5). This result implies that, if {Bn} " is a sequence of tame solid tori in S3 such that 73"+iCInt Bn for »èl, with n"-i -S« being a tame solid torus B, then there is an integer N such that B, and Bj are concentric if i>j^N.
It is shown that the same conclusion follows if B is a tame simple closed curve instead of a tame solid torus, but not if B is a wild simple closed curve. Theorem 5 is used in §5 to prove that a closed 3-manifold can not contain an uncountable collection of mutually disjoint tori, no two of which are concentric (Theorem 13).
This paper formed part of a dissertation [6] written at the University of Tennessee under the direction of O. G. Harrold, and some of its results are summarized in [7] .
2. Pairs of concentric solid tori. The first step towards the determination of a set of conditions, under which two polyhedral solid tori will be concentric, is provided by the following modification of the concentric toral theorem of Harrold, Griffith, and Posey [9] . Theorem 1. Suppose that B\ and Bi are polyhedral solid tori in S3 with boundaries Ti and Ti respectively such that (a) JB2CInt.Bi.
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[January (b) There is a polyhedral annular ring G in Cl(Bi-B2) such that G(~\Ti is a simple closed curve Sifor i = \, 2.
(c) There is a pair of disjoint polyhedral disks Da and Db such that Dai = Dar\Bi and Dti = Dhr\Bi are disks with boundaries r\ and r\ respectively. Furthermore the i-cycles r", r\, 5< satisfy the homology relations rï>-vSii r"trvsi on Ti, and none is nullhomologous on Ti, i= 1, 2. Finally s i meets r" and r\ each in a single point, i=i, 2.
(d) D\C\G and D\C\G are arcs spanning the boundary of G (each has exactly one endpoint on each of the two components of Bd G).
Then B\ and B2 are concentric.
The statement of Theorem 1 differs from the statement of the concentric toral theorem only in that Harrold, Griffith, and Posey assumed G to be a disk rather than an annular ring. Since, however, this disk was used merely to obtain an annular ring with the properties described above, their proof applies here without essential alterations.
By a meridian curve of the polyhedral solid torus B is meant a polygonal simple closed polygon on Bd B which bounds in B but not in Bd B. A polyhedral disk D, such that Int .DCInt B and such thatBd D is a meridian curve of B, is called a meridianal disk of B. By a longitude curve of B is meant a simple closed polygon on Bd B which is non-nullhomologous in B and which crosses some meridian of B at exactly one point, while a latitude curve of B is a simple closed polygon on Bd B which is non-nullhomologous in B but nullhomologous in Cl(S3-B). It is easily seen that any two meridian curves of B are homologous on Bd B, as are any two latitude curves [10, p. 161] , while no meridian curve is homologous on Bd B to a longitude curve.
Using this terminology, the statement of Theorem 1 can be simplified as follows.
Theorem 2. Suppose that B\ and B2 are two polyhedral solid tori in S* with boundaries 7\ and T2 respectively and with 52CInt B\. If there exist two polyhedral annular rings Ri and R2 in Cl(5i -B2), with i?i bounded by two longitude curves on 7i and T2 respectively, with R2 bounded by two meridian curves on Ty. and T2 respectively, and with Ri(~\R2 being an arc spanning Bd Rx, then B\ and Bi are concentric.
Proof. Define Si = RtC\Ti and r\ = R<f\Ti for i = 1, 2. By hypothesis r% is a meridian of B2 and hence bounds a meridianal disk DÍJ of B2. Then D" = R2\JD2l is a meridianal disk of B\ whose intersection with B2 is a meridianal disk of B2. It follows from the hypotheses that s^O, r"r^0, Si^rf on T< for ♦-1, 2.
If Db is a meridianal disk of B\ sufficiently close to Da but disjoint with D", then D\ = Dh(~\B2 is a meridianal disk of B2, and Dbr\Ti = r\ is a simple closed curve not nullhomologous on Ti and not homologous to Si on 7\, and inter-secting s¿ in a single point for i= 1, 2. Then DbDRi will be an arc spanning Bd Ru just as does Dar\R1.
Theorem 1 now applies directly to imply that B\ and B2 are concentric. If K is a polyhedral 3-cell in S3, then a chord of K is an oriented polygonal arc u whose endpoints lie on Bd K but which is otherwise contained in the interior of K. If the endpoints of u are joined by a polygonal arc on Bd K, then the knot generated in K by the chord u is defined to be the knot in S3 (equivalence class of oriented simple closed polygons under orientation-preserving semilinear autohomeomorphisms of S3) represented by the polygon u\Jw, oriented coherently with u. It can be seen that the knot type of u\Jw is independent of the choice of wCBd K [10, p. 155] . If wWwisan unknotted simple closed polygon (bounds a disk in S3), then u is called an uknotted chord of K.
Suppose now that B is a polyhedral solid torus in S3. Let B be separated by two disjoint meridianal disks Dx and D2 into two 3-cells K~i and K2. Choose two points xCInt Pi and y CInt D2. Let a\ and <x2 be unknotted chords of K\ and K2 respectively joining the points x and y, a\ directed from x to y and a2 from y to x. The oriented simple closed curve a¿Ja2 is called an oriented center line of the solid torus B. If the orientation of a = a\Ua2 is disregarded, then a is called simply a center line of B. It is easily seen that any two center lines a and a' of B are equivalent in the sense that there exists a semilinear mapping of S3 onto itself, the identity on S3-B, carrying a onto a' [lO, p. 158].
If B is a polyhedral solid torus and k is a simple closed polygon interior to B, the order of B with respect to k is defined to be the minimal number of points of intersection of a meridianal disk of B with the curve k (for all meridianal disks of B), and is denoted by 0(B, k). If B and B* are polyhedral solid tori with 5CInt B*, the order of B* with respect to B, denoted by 0(B*, B), is Now suppose that k~i and k2 are two arbitrary knots in S3. Let S be a polyhedral 2-sphere in S3, with K\ and K2 the closures of its complementary domains. Let Mi and u2 be oriented chords of K\ and K2 respectively, with common endpoints p and q, U\ directed from p to q and u2 from q to p, such that Ui generates the knot ki in Ki, i=l, 2. The knot represented by the oriented polygon u\Uui is then defined to be the product k\k2 of the knots ki and k2. This product of knots is associative and commutative, and the knot represented by a plane triangle plays the role of an identity [lO, p. 156] .
A characterization of the relation of concentricity for polyhedral solid tori in S3 will now be given. Now let wii be a meridian curve of Ui which intersects each of the curves d, d*, e, e* in exactly one point, and let Mi be a meridianal disk of U\ bounded by í»i. Let m2 be a meridian curve of U2 which intersects each of the latitude curves d, d*, e, e* in exactly one point and such that miC\R = m2r\R and miC\S = m2r\S. That such a meridian of U% can be found follows from the elementary observation that, if the boundary T of a solid torus U is separated into two annular rings Ai and ^42 by two latitude curves «i and n2, and if a is an arc in At with one endpoint on «i and the other on n2, then there is an arc b in A2 joining the endpoints of a in such a way that aVJb is a meridian curve of U (this is evident from an examination of the fundamental polygon of a torus). Then let M2 be a meridianal disk of U2 bounded by m2.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Let mi and m2 be two meridian curves on T bounding disjoint meridianal disks Pi and D2 respectively of B. Define 7?< to be the annular ring m,X [0, l] for i = 1, 2. Then P* = PAJ7?i and D* = D2VJR2 are disks whose interiors are contained in IntB* and whose boundaries are the simple closed curves îw* = WiX{l} and m* = ?w2X{l} respectively on T*. Since the projection mapping p X {0} -*p X {1}, being a homeomorphism carrying the torus T onto the torus T*, carries non-nullhomologous curves on T onto non-nullhomologous curves on T*, it follows that m? and m* are not nullhomologous on T*. Consequently D? and D2* are disjoint meridianal disks of B* intersecting B in the meridianal disks Pi and D2 respectively.
Hence Pi and P2 separate B into two closed 3-cells Ki and K2 respectively, while P* and P* separate B* into two closed 3-cells K? and K* respectively. Let the subscripts be chosen in such a manner that KiQKf and K2QK*. Now let m be a center line of B which intersects the 3-cells K\ and K2 in the unknotted chords wi and u2 respectively. Then u\ and «2 are chords of K* and K* respectively, and to show that u is also a center line of B*, it suffices to show that u\ and u2 are unknotted in K* and K* respectively. Proof. Since an unknotted simple closed curve on the boundary of a knotted solid torus is either nullhomologous or is a meridian curve [10, p. 164] , it follows that m is a meridian curve of B, and m* is a meridian curve of B*. Lemma 1 then applies to show that 0(B*, B) = l. Since B and B* are equivalently knotted by hypothesis, Theorem 3 implies that B and B* are concentric.
3. Sequences of concentric solid tori. The following theorem is one of the principal tools to be used in studying infinite collections of solid tori. It remains to be proved that A, B, and C are equivalently knotted. Since it was shown in the second part of the proof of Theorem 3 that any two concentric polyhedral solid tori have a common center line, let a be an oriented polygon interior to A which is an oriented center line of both A and C. Let b be a center line of B, oriented positively with respect to a, that is, so that a is homologous in B to a positive multiple of b, the generator of the 1-dimensional homology group of B. Since 0(B, c) = l, it follows that a~b in B that there is a knot y such that h = äy. Substitution then gives b = hxy. But Schubert has also shown that the genus of a product knot is equal to the sum of the genera of its factors, and that the identity knot is the only knot whose genus is zero [ll] . Thus the genus of each of x and y is zero, so that each of x and y is the identity knot.
Consequently ä = B, so that the polyhedral solid tori A, B, and C are equivalently knotted. It now follows from Theorem 3 that 73 is concentric with both A and C.
To prove the converse, suppose that 73 is concentric with both A and C.
Then, by Theorem 3, A and C are equivalently knotted with 0(C, A) = 0(C, 73) -0(73, A) = 1, so that A and C are concentric. Example. In order to see the necessity of the hypothesis in Theorem 6 that the simple closed curve K is tame, that is, that the situation described in Corollary 5 can actually occur, consider a simple closed curve C constructed as follows: Let / be the boundary of the square in the xy-plane (in E3 compactified at infinity) whose vertices are the points (1, 1, 0), ( -1, 1, 0) , ( -1, -1, 0), and (1, -1, 0). Denote by xn the point (i/n, 0, 0) on /. For each positive integer n 2:1 let Kn be the 3-cell consisting of all points of E3 whose distance from xn is not greater than l/3«(«+l).
Then the 3-cells {i£n}r are mutually disjoint, and the intersection of Kn with / is a segment wn with endpoints pn and qn. For each n let un be a polygonal chord of K", with endpoints pn and q", such that «" generates a trefoil knot in K". The simple closed curve C is now defined by C -(/ -U «A VJ ¡J *,.
It is clear that C can be expressed as the intersection of a decreasing sequence {73i}i° of tame solid tori, such that the solid torus 73, follows C through the first * 3-cells Ki, K2, • • • , Kit but contains U"_<+i Kn in its interior, so that the simple closed polygon d=(J-U^.j wn)VJ\Jin_l un is a center line of 73,-. Since d is then the knot product of * trefoil knots, no two of the tame solid tori {73,-} f are equivalently knotted, so that by Theorem 3 no two are concentric.
The property of tame curves in S3 which is suggested by Theorem 6 and the above example has been used to give a new characterization of tame simple closed curves in the 3-sphere [8] . where p is the Euclidean metric in S3. If U"= {xC-S3: p(x, Tn) <e"} for each ft21| then clearly UmC\Un = □ whenever m^n. For each » let /" be a homeomorphism of S3 onto itself which (a) carries Tn onto a polyhedron, (b) moves each point a distance less than e", and (c) is the identity on S3-Un. The existence of such homeomorphisms is given by Theorem 9 of [3] , which states that, if K is a locally tame closed subset of a triangulated 3-manifold Since the identity is 1-1 on S* -\J^1 Un, and since/» is a homeomorphism of Un onto itself, it is clear that / is a 1-1 mapping of S3 onto itself. It is also clear that / is continuous at each point of S3-K, since / agrees with the identity in some neighborhood of each point of S3 -K -U^Lx Cl t/", and with /" in some neighborhood of a point of £/", while/« matches with the identity in a continuous manner at each point of Bd £/». To show that/ is a homeomorphism of S3 onto itself, it therefore suffices to show that / is continuous at each point of K, because S3 is compact and Hausdorff. Since/ is the identity on the closed set K it hence suffices to show that if {xk}î is a sequence of points of S3 -K converging to a point x of Bd K, then the sequence {/(**)}" converges to x. Since f(xk) = xk if xk^S3 -U»_i Un, it may be assumed without loss that each point xk of the sequence lies in one of the sets Z7", say Unk, so that p(xk, f(xk)) =p(xk, fnk(xk)) <e"h for each jfe^l. It is clear that limk^xnk-w. For otherwise, if there were an integer N such that nk<N for infinitely many values of k, then infinitely many points of the sequence {xk} " would lie in S3-Bn, which would contradict the fact that {xk} " converges to x(E.K, since BN contains K in its interior.
It follows that lim*^ p(xk,f(xk)) ^limt<.w c^áUm»«,, 1/m* = 0. Consequently lim*""/(x*) =limi..M Xk = x=f(x) so that/ is continuous at x. Therefore/ is a homeomorphism of S3 onto itself which is the identity on K and carries each of the solid tori {Bn}!-onto a polyhedron.
4. Similarly situated solid tori. Two solid tori Bi and B2 in S3 are said to be similarly situated if and only if there exist two concentric tame solid tori At and A2 in S3 such that At is interior to both B\ and £», and B\ and B2 are both interior to ^42. Theorem 9. Two tame solid tori B\ and B2 in S3 are concentric if and only if they are similarly situated and have disjoint boundaries.
Proof. First suppose that Bi and B2 are similarly situated and have disjoint boundaries T\ and T2. Then by definition there are two concentric tame solid tori ^4i and ^42 such that yliCInt BiCAnt B2 and BtUB2<Zlnt A2.
It follows that either BiCInt B2 or B2Qlnt B\. To see this, choose a;£lnt A\ and y(E.S3 -A2 and suppose that 7\CInt B2. If there were a point zGInt B\ [January -Int732, x could be joined to z by an arc in Int73i, and y could be joined to z by an arc in S3 -Int 732 not intersecting T\, which contradicts the fact that T\ separates x and y in S3. Hence TiCInt 732 implies 73iCInt 732. Since TiP\T2= □, the only other possibility is TiQS3 -732, which implies similarly that 732CInt 73i. Therefore Theorem 5 may be applied to show that 73i and 732 are concentric.
Conversely, if 73i and 732 are concentric with 73iCInt732, for instance, Lemma 3 can be used to find tame solid tori A\ and A2, with A\ interior to and concentric with 73i, and with 732 interior to and concentric with A2. Theorem 5 then implies that Ai and A2 are concentric, so that 73i and 732 are similarly situated with disjoint boundaries.
Suppose that {73"} ¿° is a sequence of homeomorphic compact sets in S3. It is said that the sequence {73"}" converges homeomorphically to 730 if and only if there exists a sequence {e"} f of positive numbers, converging to zero, and a sequence {An}i°° of homeomorphisms, with hn carrying 73n onto 73 0 in such a way that p(x, h"(x))^en for every xC73", where p is the standard metric for S3. Then choose a fixed interior point pi of Ai, a fixed point p2 of Ss -A2, and define a = min{ai, p(pi, Bd Ai), p(p2, Bd A2)). Now let \hn)" be a sequence of homeomorphisms, hn taking 73" onto 73 with maxieBn p [x, hn(x) ] ^ e», where {en} " is a sequence of positive numbers converging to zero. Choose an integer N such that en<a if n^N.
If n ^iVand yCBd 73", it then follows that p(y, Bd 73) úp(y, hn(y)) =i e" <a so that p(y, Bd 73) <ai. Therefore Bd 73" is exterior to Ai and interior to A2. Either .diCInt 73" or BnQS3 -Ai. To the contrary, suppose that there exist points xE^i-73" and yC73" -(S3-A{) =B"r\Ai. Then x and y can be joined by an arc in Ai not intersecting Bd 73", which contradicts the fact that Bd 73" separates x and y in S3. Now suppose that B"C.S3 -Ai. Since £iC-4iC73, there must exist a point 2C73" such that hn(q) -pi. But this implies that PÍQ, hn(q)) =p(î, Pi) è (pu Bd Aî) ^ct> e" which is a contradiction. Thereforê 4iCInt 73". It may be shown similarly that 73"CInt A2.
Since Ai and A2 are concentric by Theorem 5, it follows that 73 and 73" are similarly situated if »^ N, so that the proof of Theorem 10 is complete.
It can be shown that if í is a simple closed polygon contained in the intersection of the boundaries of two similarly situated polyhedral solid tori 73i and B2, then s is nullhomologous on Bd Bi if and only if it is nullhomologous on Bd B2 [6, p. 48] . This result can be used to prove that, if B\ and B2 are similarly situated polyhedral solid tori, with A\ and A2 two concentric polyhedral solid tori such that AiCAnt -BifMnt B2 and BiUB2CInt A2, then there is a semilinear homeomorphism of S3 onto itself which carries 5i onto B2 and is the identity on A¿U(S3-A2) [6, Suppose that 3C is indexed by an uncountable set A, so that 3C = {73 a : a C A}. For each «CA, let ra = Bd 73a. Since M is separable, let P be a countable dense subset of M, and define a mapping <b of 3C into DXD by associating with the element Ba of 3C an element <p(Ba) = (x, y) of DXD such that ra = Bd 73« separates x and y in M, with xCInt 73a and y£.M-Ba.
Since 3C is uncountable and DXD is countable, it follows that there is an element (a, b) of DXD such that the subcollection X.' =d>~l(a, b) of 3C is uncountable. Thus 3C' is an uncountable subcollection of 3C such that, given 73aC3C', the two points a and b of M are separated by the boundary Ta of 73a, with aCInt73a and b£M-Ba. Hence 3C' is an uncountable subcollection of 3C such that, if 73a and Bß are any two solid tori in 3C', either BaCInt Bß or ¿JpClnt Ba. It may therefore be assumed that the original collection 3C has this property. Now Whyburn [12] has shown that every uncountable nonseparated collection 9 of cuttings of a connected separable metric space M contains an uncountable subcollection 9, such that to each element T of 9 and each point p of M -T there corresponds an element V of 9 which separates T and p in M. Applying this theorem with 9 being the collection of boundaries of the solid tori in 3C, let Tao be an element of 9. with Ba<¡ the corresponding solid torus bounded by Ta,. Since Ta For otherwise, if there were a point pGInt Bai -Int C, p could be joined by an arc not meeting Tai to a point iGT«, because T'a,CInt Bav and p could be joined by an arc not meeting Tai to a point yGBd C because TaiCInt C. Since therefore 5aoCInt.Bai and 5aiCInt C, and since it may be assumed that the collar of Tai is contained by C, Theorem 11 applies to show that Ba, and Bai are concentric. Consequently 3C contains pairs of concentric solid tori.
Corollary
6. If M and 3C are as in Theorem 12, then 3C contains an uncountable subcollection 3C* such that any two solid tori in 3C* are concentric.
Proof. Define Ba~Bß if either Ba = Bß or the two solid tori Ba and Bß are concentric. Since it may be assumed, as shown in the proof of Theorem 12,  that, given Ba and Bß in 3C, either BaC.lnt Bß or JS^CInt Ba, it follows from Theorem 11 that this relation is an equivalence relation in 3C. There is thereby induced a decomposition of 3C into mutually disjoint equivalence classes, such that two solid tori in 3C are elements of the same equivalence class if and only if they are concentric. An application of the axiom of choice gives a collection 3C containing exactly one element of each equivalence class. Since no two solid tori in 3£ are concentric, it follows from Theorem 12 that X must be countable. Therefore one of the equivalence classes must be uncountable. If 3C* denotes this uncountable equivalence class, then 3C* is an uncountable subcollection of 3C such that any two solid tori in 3C* are concentric.
Theorem 13. If 9 is an uncountable collection of mutually disjoint tori in the closed 3-manifold M, then 9 contains an uncountable subcollection 9* such that any two tori in 9* are concentric in M.
Proof. There are two obstructions to an immediate application of Theorem 12 or Corollary 6. First, the elements of g may not bound solid tori in M, and second, the tori in g may not be collared in M. However the latter is no real difficulty, since, using results of Bing [4] , it may be assumed that each of the tori in g is tame, and hence is collared in M. The first difficulty will be circumvented by finding a torus Ta in g whose collar C(Ta) contains uncountably many elements of g, so that a simplification to the case of a 3-sphere can be achieved by sewing on two solid tori along the boundary of C(T0).
Since the 2-dimensional connectivity number (using modulo 2 coefficients) of the closed 3-manifold M is finite, there is a non-negative integer « such that g contains « elements whose union does not separate M, while the union of any »+1 elements of g does separate M. [12] on uncountable nonseparated collections of cuttings of a connected separable metric space can be employed to find an uncountable subcollection g' of g and an upper semicontinuous decomposition space M' of M in which the elements of g' are points. If the element To of g' is a condensation point of g' in M', then the collar C(To) of To in M contains an uncountable subcollection g" of the elements of g. Now identify the boundaries of two solid tori 73i and 732 with the boundary components of C(T<¡) in such a way that Bi\JC(Tq)\JB2 is the 3-sphere S3. By a theorem of Alexander [2] , there may be assigned to each torus Ta in g" a solid torus 73a in 5s bounded by Ta, with 73a containing either 73i or 732 in its interior (since it may be assumed without loss that each element of g" separates the boundary components of C(T¿)). Corollary 6 now applies to show that g" contains an uncountable subcollection g* such that any two tori in g* are concentric in C(To) and therefore in M.
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